
Greenwood is a prosperous city for Black Americans, until a deadly confrontation begun by a white mob ensues, leading to the massacre of 300 Black Americans in Tulsa. Greenwood's development and recovery are explored in this graphic novel.


Chioma is visiting relatives in Nigeria, when, on a stormy night, she opens the door to a strange boy missing half of his head. After this strange encounter, Chioma starts noticing odd smells and creatures around her, and as things escalate, she begins to question her reality.

- v.2. 2021 Seven Seas Entertainment, $12.99 (9781645059868).

In a spinoff of Ancient Magus' Bride, action and magic comes to Paris, France, where an artistic orphan, Ao, is chosen to be the inhuman Mage Giselle's groom. As Ao grows into his alchemical powers under Giselle's tutelage, he must also navigate his feelings for Giselle and whatever the future may bring.

Asadora!, v.2. By Naoki Urasawa. VIZ Media / VIZ Signature, $14.99 (9781974720101).

After seeing a strange sight in the storm that had destroyed parts of the town, Asadora vows to find the rest of her family. Years pass, and Asadora and her found family are confronted again by the past.

Jeremy wants to be more popular and noticed by his crush. One day, he's offered a squip, a small microchip implant in his brain that will make him cool. When the squip changes everything about him, will he keep his friend and win over his crush?

**Boys Run the Riot, v.1.** By Keito Gaku. Kodansha USA / Kodansha Comics, $12.99 (9781646512485).

Ryo, a transgender teen, dresses in clothes that make him feel comfortable, even if they defy expectations. An unlikely friendship with a cisgender teenage delinquent named Jin soon leads the pair to a start-up clothing business. Follow them as they work to make their business a success!

**Cells at Work! Baby, v.1.** By Yasuhiro Fukuda and Akane Shimizu (original creator). Art by Yasuhiro Fukuda. Kodansha USA / Kodansha Comics, $12.99 (9781646512027).

Take a behind-the-scenes look at the biology of a baby's body as anthropomorphized cells work to keep it safe in this educational and action-packed manga.


Smart, antisocial cisgender Annie joins the cheerleading squad for college apps and crosses paths with her ex-friend BeeBee, a transgender girl seeking validation in school to keep her parents’ support. The two rekindle their friendship and romance blooms.

**The Crossroads at Midnight.** By Abby Howard. Iron Circus Comics, $18.00 (9781945820687).

Five *Twilight Zone*-like short stories mix real world issues with otherworldly horrors, ranging from terrifying to quietly sad. Amazing art pulls the reader in and heightens the suspense of each story.

**Cyclopedia Exotica.** By Aminder Dhaliwal. Drawn & Quarterly, $24.95 (9781770464377).

In this thought-provoking and humorous comic, six cyclopes negotiate love, life, and the pressures of being “other” within a human and cyclopean world.


After jumping into the river to rescue a handsome young man, Haley wakes in Willowweep, a Gothic mansion like those in her favorite books. With a trio of brothers, she must use her knowledge of literary tropes to save Willowweep from an evil force.
**Djeliya.** By Juni Ba. TKO Studios, $14.99 (9781952203244).

Mansour Keita and Awa Kouyaté go on a quest to various lands to recover their old kingdom in this West African folklore-inspired tale.


The crew of the draking ship, Quin Zaza, continue to enjoy their lives of hunting and eating dragons, while the backstories of several characters are revealed.


A young woman's emotional journey over the course of six seasons is beautifully depicted in this graphic novel.


Amparo makes a deal with a talking cat who promises to improve their life, but ends up in a place called Bright World. Now, Amparo has to find a way to get back to their own life without losing all of their memories.


When it comes to designing animals for Earth, the work has been outsourced to a design team. They all have different ideas for animals, some stranger than others, and must work together to have their animals approved—quirks and all!


In this coming-of-age memoir, Burgess depicts their struggle with identity, mental health, and self-acceptance, giving readers an honest, funny, and relatable primer on asexuality—a spectrum of identity that is often misunderstood and misrepresented.


Billie, a rising artist, discovers she is going blind and decides to go on a trip to make original paintings. The people she meets and places she visits all guide her towards her future as an artist.

**Inkblot, v.1.** By Emma Kubert and Rusty Gladd. Image Comics, $9.99 (97815343318243).
A sorceress accidentally summons a magical, time- and dimension-traveling cat that's threatening to destroy reality. Can she stop the adorable furball before it's too late?


When Shaheen's music loving father disappears, she and her cousin, Tanaaz, find a time-traveling jukebox that may be behind her father's disappearance.


This comprehensive and easy-to-read guide discusses sex, consent, gender, and body image, as well as how to negotiate personal relationships and difficult situations. This guide is essential reading for growing teens.


The March sisters attempt to discover who's behind the disappearances around town while trying to keep their magic quiet in this retelling of Louisa May Alcott's *Little Women*.

**Love Me, Love Me Not, v.7.** By Io Sakisaka. VIZ Media / Shojo Beat, $9.99 (9781974713158).

In volume 7 of this shojo manga series, friends Yuna and Akari continue on their romantic journeys: Yuna hears from a new love while Akari hears from an old ex.


In this manga adaptation, Anne, an orphan, arrives on Prince Edward Island, bringing joy, imagination, and drama to her adopted family, Marilla and Matthew Cuthbert.


Ever since she was small, Hébert was aware of her weight and appearance and how it would be perceived negatively by her family and peers. In haunting black-and-white illustrations, she shares the journey of her struggle, her trauma, and the potential hope for her future.


In a series of personal coming-of-age stories, Ancco explores the darker side of growing up.

Judith's life is forever changed when a tumor triggers seizures and memory loss. Her experience navigating this new reality is hauntingly expressed through this graphic memoir.


This quick guide provides examples of all the ways consent should be present in relationships. "No means no" is not where consent ends, and the guide encourages partners in a relationship to each give an affirmative and enthusiastic "yes!"


Renegade Rule is one of the most popular VR video games out there, and the Manhattan Mists have made it to a tournament to compete with other teams. The question is, can their friendship survive as the competition goes on?


Xinyin and Qiliu are brothers who hunt chadolos that carry the magic of aweto with them. Xinyin finds a baby chadolo and must figure out how to take care of it before his brother finds out.


Follow the true story of artist and trailblazer Edmonia Lewis, who was driven to create and make her own path, in this series designed to highlight lesser known female-identifying historical figures.


In this adaptation of Vonnegut's classic tale, Billy Pilgrim becomes "unstuck in time," simultaneously living through the firebombing of Dresden and the whole rest of his life. Billy is searching for something meaningful, but what?


After the events of *The Empire Strikes Back*, the Rebellion is dealing with their losses against the Empire. With a new foe set on revenge, Luke, Leia, and Lando all find themselves racing against the clock to save the Rebellion.

In this continuing story of the friendship between two Indigenous teens, Miikwan tries to support Dez, who is dealing with the grief of her grandmother's passing, while also figuring out her place in her community as a Two-Spirit person.


Return to the magical world of Tea Dragons one more time for a tale of friendship and family, finding yourself, and of course, drinking tea and caring for Tea Dragons.


Three merfolk pals run out of booze and ill-advisedly decide to magic themselves some legs. Problems, chaos, and fun arise when they find out they don't know how to change back.


Tilly, or Rep-Tilly, just joined the Coalition of Heroes and is excited to be working with her idols. She learns the truth about the heroes, and she now must attempt to discover the hero she wants to be while on the run.


The Aldabaan family, refugees from Syria living in Jordan, finally receive travel visas to the United States and arrive on the day Donald Trump is elected President. This graphic novel chronicles their first few years in the US.


Lottie Grote has been solving mysteries since she was a wee lass in Tackleford. Now grown up, she's at the top of her game. But when she's suddenly accused of murder (!!!), she must work with the Metropolitan Police to find out who framed her and why!


Krakoa is a mutant paradise where any mutant can be brought back from death. Sometimes these mutants die under mysterious circumstances, and X-Factor must use their skills to solve these mysteries.